
SScheme Development Amount Fettering

Abbey Gateway 1562 - 24-26 Queens Road -8,500.00
“the Leisure Facilities Contribution” means the sum of EIGHT THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS (£8,500.00) Index-
Linked as a contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities in the Reading town 
centre area 

1921/3315 - Mansfield Hall -8,054.50
The Owner considers the appropriate amount of the Leisure contribution £25,000.00 (principal deed) towards leisure and 
recreational infrastructure provision/improvements. 

-16,554.50

Alphington/Ambrook Rd Play Areas 1644 - Kennet Island -3,962.00
Up to 3 ha together with the provision on that land of 2 sports pitches associated changing facilities and financial provision 
for maintenance for a period of 10 years and/or the improvement of formal recreation facilities in the South Reading area

-3,962.00

Arthur Newbery Park 1564 - Sadina Pierces Hill -2,270.66 Contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities in the locality

3017 - 177 Park Lane -211.33 Contribution towards provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities at Arthur Newbury Park, Reading

3047 - 6 Western Oaks -2,058.67
Contribution towards the provision or improvement of leisure or recreation facilities within Arthur Newbery park and/or the 
Meadway Recreation Ground

-4,540.66

Balmore access/paths 1402 - 161-163 Peppard Road -6,549.48 Contribution towards local leisure infrastructure improvements

1411 - 9 Copse Avenue, Caversham -5,500.00 Contribution towards leisure provision in the locality

1527 - Land r/o 5A & 6 Woods Road (adj Orchard 
Grove)

-6,294.64 Contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities in the locality

1534 - 2-4 All Hallows Road -8,680.50
."the Leisure Contribution" means the sum of EIGHTEEN THOUSAND POUNDS (£18,000.00) as a contribution towards 
leisure and recreational infrastructure provision/improvements in the Borough of Reading. 

1535 - 110-118 Kidmore Road -5,720.51
“the Leisure Contribution” means the sum of EIGHTEEN THOUSAND POUNDS (£18,000.00) as a contribution towards 
leisure provision within the Borough of Reading 

1875 - 12 Brooklyn Drive -894.17
“the Leisure Facilities Contribution” means the sum of TWO THOUSAND POUNDS (£2,000.00) as a contribution towards 
leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality 

-33,639.30

Caleta Close Play Area 1538 - Land at Amersham Road -40.00 Recreation £46,500 on 23 February 2007 

1969 - 4 South View Avenue -18,338.40 Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality

1987 - Ian Mikardo Way -3,000.00 Contribution towards new play equipment at the park on Caleta Close, Reading

796/1378/1379 - 21-21a Star Road -63.48 Contribution towards leisure and recreation infrastructure facilities

-21,441.88

Christchurch/Hills Mdws.Imprs. (S106) 1520 - 56-58 Grosvenor Road -1,131.15 Contribution towards improving leisure facilities in the vicinity of the 2007 development

1599 - 30 Anglefield Road -2,000.00
“the Leisure Facilities Contribution” means the sum of TWO THOUSAND POUNDS (£2,000.00) Index-Linked as a 
contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities in the locality 

1603 - Field View, Derby Road -814.00
“Leisure Contribution” means the sum of EIGHT THOUSAND POUNDS (£8,000.00) as a contribution towards leisure and 
recreational infrastructure provision/improvements 

1648 - Land r/o 3B Derby Road -2,081.73 Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision/improvements

1731 - 63-65 Cromwell Road -1,181.52 Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality

1758 - 27-29 Church Road -4,142.00 Contribution towards leisure and recreation infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality

1785 - 36b Church Street -4,142.00 Leisure and Recreation infrastructure provision/improvements

977 - 13a Derby Road -1,827.91 .£5000 Leisure Contribution . 

-17,320.31

Cintra bowls and park 1049 - Redland Court -2,821.59 Contribution towards leisure and recreation improvements

1408 - 112 Crescent Road -22,162.85 provision/improvement of leisure/recreation facilities

1450 - 81 Blenheim Road -1,999.99 contribution towards Leisure/Recreation provision/improvements within Redlands Ward

1666 - 68-72 Northcourt Avenue -7,695.92 Local leisure and recreational infrastructure provision/improvements in the Borough of Reading

1866 - 100 London Road -8,673.16
“the Leisure Facilities Contribution” means the sum of NINE THOUSAND POUNDS (£9,000.00) as a contribution towards 
leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality 

1971 - 35a Upper Redlands Rd -2,000.00 Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision/improvements

2114 - 29a Kendrick Road -13,008.76 contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements at Cintra Park Reading

3147 - 17 Newcastle Road -2,000.00 Contribution towards the costs of leisure and/or recreation facilities at Cintra Park both in the Borough of Reading (?)

3193 - 8 Crown Place -14,918.56 Towards the provision and/or improvements of facilities at Cintra Park

-75,280.83

Denbeigh/Rivermead Play Areas 1348 - Trafalgar House, Richfield Avenue -38,984.15
.“the Recreational Facilities Contribution” means the sum of SEVENTY TWO THOUSAND POUNDS (£72,000.00) + Index + 
Interest as a contribution towards the costs of leisure and/or recreational facilities at the at the play area at Randolph 
Mews/Denbeigh Place 

-38,984.15

Forbury Gardens 1440 - Princes Court, 20-24 Vachel Road -160.00
.“the Leisure Facilities Contribution” means the sum of SEVENTEEN THOUSAND POUNDS (£17,000.00) Index-Linked as a 
contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities in the Reading town centre area.

1905 - 128 Oxford Road -2,933.50 Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality

-3,093.50

Hexham Road Play Area 1644 - Kennet Island -20,000.00
Up to 3 ha together with the provision on that land of 2 sports pitches associated changing facilities and financial provision 
for maintenance for a period of 10 years and/or the improvement of formal recreation facilities in the South Reading area

-20,000.00

Hills Meadow Improvements 1710 - 2 and 4 Gosbrook Road -6,286.24 Contribution towards leisure provision in the vicinity of the Development

-6,286.24

John Rabson's Recreational Grounds 
play area

1949 - 202 Whitley Wood Road -2,186.57
the Leisure Facilities Contribution” means the sum of TWO THOUSAND POUNDS (£2,000.00) as a contribution towards 
leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality

1999 - The Whitley Tavern, Northumberland Avenue -24,819.66 Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision/improvements in the South Reading area

2040 - 30 Northcourt Avenue -2,125.17
the Leisure Facilities Contribution means the sum of TWO THOUSAND POUNDS (£2,000.00) as a contribution towards 
leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality

3060 - Flat 233 Heron House -1,500.00
Provision and/or improvements of leisure and/or recreation facilities at the Whitley Wood Recreation Ground or the John 
Rabson Recreation Ground

-30,631.40

King George V Gardens restoration 3262 - 56 London Road -1,500.00 Contribution towards leisure and open space improvements to infrastructure at King George V Memorial (Eldon Square)

-1,500.00

Lousehill Copse 1983 - Dee Park -2,768.00 Contribution towards the maintenance of and management of Loushill Copse

-2,768.00

Mapledurham Pavillion 1338/1429 - 3 Richmond Road, Caversham -54.79 Contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities in the locality

1592 - 60 St Peters Avenue -140.21 Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision/improvements

-195.00
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Meadway teen provision 1052 - 48 Vale Crescent -1,000.00
.means the sum of ONE THOUSAND POUNDS (£1,000.00) as a contribution towards the provision or improvement of 
recreational or leisure facilities in the locality. 

1162 - 42 St Michaels Road -3,000.00 Towards improving leisure facilities in the area

1235 - Sandford Court - Land R/O -1,500.00 Contribution towards the provision or improvement of recreational or leisure facilities in the locality

1260 - 64-66 Cockney Hill -4,000.00 Towards leisure provision in the vicinity of the Development

1389 - 60 Westbourne Terrace -2,145.09 Contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities in the locality

1454 - R/O 29-41 Fulmead Road -1,611.14 Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure

1480 - 17 Lawrence Road -1,587.26  £1,500 Provision or improvement of recreational or leisure facilities in the locality

1497 - 19-23 Wilson Road -4,848.21 Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision/improvements

1500 - 26 Wantage Road -1,539.22 Contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities in the locality

1503 - 450 Oxford Road -1,616.07 Leisure and recreational infrastructure provision/improvements

1506 - Land between 96-96A Oak Road, Tilehurst -2,080.91 Contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and or recreation facilities provision in the locality

1507 - 2a Brimpton Road -1,500.00 ."public open space contribution” £1500 towards new and improved open space provision in the locality,. 

1518 - 1 Armour Hill -2,713.48 Contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities in the locality

1522 - 313 The Meadway -4,000.00
“the Leisure Facilities Contribution” means the sum of FOUR THOUSAND POUNDS (£4,000.00) Index-Linked as a 
contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities in the locality 

1532 - 102-106 Burghfield Road -4,079.11 Contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities provision in the locality

1572 - 234 Oxford Road -3,000.00 Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision/improvements

1602 - 109 Grovelands Road -3,018.38 Contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities in the locality

1618 - Builders Yard, 13-25 Kent Road -6,847.16
“the Leisure Facilities Contribution” means the sum of SIX THOUSAND POUNDS (£6,000.00) Index-Linked as a contribution 
towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities in the locality 

1659 - 2 Kentwood Hill -1,045.48 Provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities provision in the locality

1701 - 30 Chapel Hill -1,500.00 Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality

1704 - 45 Pierce's Hill -2,018.70 Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality

1711 - 37-39 Armour Road -4,000.00
“the Leisure Facilities Contribution” means the sum of FOUR THOUSAND POUNDS (£4,000.00) Index-Linked as a 
contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities in the locality 

1733 - 57 Parkside Road -4,105.61
Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the area within the vicinity of 
the application land

1830 - Heathway, Chapel Hill -19,048.38 towards leisure and open space infrastructure improvement 

1883/2000 - Land at Routh Lane -8,249.88 Leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality

2006 - 89 Cressingham Road -360.95 Contribution towards leisure and recreation infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality

2018 - 65 Brunswick Street -211.82 Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in  the locality

2023 - Land r/o Goodwyns, Routh Lane -2,030.81
“the Leisure Facilities Contribution” means the sum of TWO THOUSAND POUNDS (£2,000.00) as a contribution towards 
leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality 

2036 - 1 August House -2,000.00
“the Leisure Facilities Contribution” means the sum of TWO THOUSAND POUNDS (£2,000.00) as a contribution towards 
leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality 

2086 - 1b Victoria Road -2,000.00 Contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities in the locality

2115 - 116 St Michaels Road -2,000.00 Leisure Contribution 

3072 - 311 Norcot Road -2,000.00
means the sum of TWO THOUSAND POUNDS (£2000.00) as a contribution towards the provision or improvement of leisure 
or recreation facilities within Arthur Newbery Park and/or the Meadway Recreation Ground 

544 - Plots 47/54, Elm Park, Norfolk Road -550.00 .£1,400.00 as a contribution towards the provision and maintenance of a play area on the application land. . 

-101,207.66

Museum Store 1880 - Land at Windermere Road -2,809.09 Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality

-2,809.09

Palmer Park boiler replacement 1724 - 12 Wokingham Road -341.02 Contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities in the locality

-341.02

Palmer Park Improvements 1597 - Land adj to 113 Whiteknights Road -4,564.77
“Infrastructure Contribution” means the sum of FOUR THOUSAND POUNDS (£4,000.00) Index-Linked as a contribution 
towards leisure and recreational infrastructure in the locality 

1611 - Land at Green Road Reading -8,214.54 Contribution towards leisure facilities

1625 - 20 Hamilton Road -1,500.00 Contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities in the locality

1873 - 38 Hamilton Road -2,000.00
“the Leisure Facilities Contribution” means the sum of TWO THOUSAND POUNDS (£2,000.00) as a contribution towards 
leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality 

3050 - Land at Regis Park Road -2,626.00 Contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities at Palmer Park

3134 - 47 Manchester Road -1,500.00 Leisure infrastructure improvements to parks and open spaces in the surrounding area

-20,405.31

Prospect Park - Phase 3
1546 - land between 138-142 Southcote Lane and 10-14 
Aldworth Close

-4,473.86 Contribution towards the costs of leisure and/or recreational facilities in the locality

3001 - Hastings Close -5,500.00 Towards leisure and/or recreational infrastructure provision an/or improvements primarily at Prospect Park Reading

3142 - 2-4 Western Elms Avenue -4,000.00
Contribution towards the costs of leisure and/or recreation facilities at Robert Hewitt Recreation growing or Prospect Park 
both in the Borough of Reading

3148 - Tylers Place -6,322.49
Contribution towards provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities at McIlroy Park and/or Prospect 
Park Reading

3149 - 89 Gainsborough Road -2,000.00 Contribution towards leisure infrastructure at Virginia Way Play area and/or Prospect Park

-22,296.35

Prospect Park skate facility 1441 - Land adj 58 Ashampstead Road -107.95 Leisure provision in the locality

1546 - land between 138-142 Southcote Lane and 10-14 
Aldworth Close

-5,216.94 Contribution towards the costs of leisure and/or recreational facilities in the locality

1670 - 8 Brownlow Road -5,212.11 Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality

1825/1867/2089 - Land at Ashley Road -4,140.08 Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements to Prospect Park

1952 - Former Community Centre, Wensley Road -5,900.00
“the Leisure Facilities Contribution” means the sum of SIX THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS (£6,500.00) towards 
leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality of the Application Land

2087 - 55 Bath Road -25,593.31 towards the provision and/or improvement of open space and recreation facilities in Prospect Park

3001 - Hastings Close -261.79 Towards leisure and/or recreational infrastructure provision an/or improvements primarily at Prospect Park Reading

3095 - 27 Mansfield Road -1,523.95 contribution towards infrastructure improvements to Coley recreation ground and Prospect Park

3108 - 78 Cumberland Road -1,500.00
the sum of ONE THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS (£1500.00) as a contribution towards the provision or improvement 
of leisure or recreation facilities within Prospect Park 

3148 - Tylers Place -1,867.59
Contribution towards provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities at McIlroy Park and/or Prospect 
Park Reading

-51,323.72

Robert Hewett Rec 1385 - 62 George Street -126.12 Contribution towards the provision and/or improvement of leisure and/or recreation facilities in the locality

1778 - 28 William Street -2,501.78 Contribution towards leisure and recreational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality

-2,627.90

Thames Parks Plan - Phase 3 1855 - 2-4 Church Street -4,067.13 Contribution towards leisure and recreational open space infrastructure provision/improvements

3057 - 100 South View Avenue -2,461.30 Contribution towards the provision or improvement of leisure or recreation facilities within the Thames Park Plan

3079 - 8 Bridge Street -1,585.13 Contribution towards improvements to Parks and Open Spaces as identified in the Thames Park Plan

3141 - Abbotsmead Place/School Lane -21,235.49 Leisure and recreational infrastructure provision/improvements in the Thames Parks in the Borough of Reading

-29,349.05

The Cowsey 3023 - 45 Cressingham Road -1,176.00
contribution towards the provision or improvement of leisure or recreation facilities within the Cowsey in conjunction with the 
council's Local Plan Policies CS9 and CS29

-1,176.00
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Leisure total -507,733.87

Alfred Sutton Primary 3193 - 8 Crown Place -1,963.79 Contribution towards education improvements in the East area of Reading

-1,963.79

Caversham Primary 1912 - 17 & 19 St Peters Hill -7,586.44 Contribution towards educational infrastructure provision/improvement

3062 - Land at Caversham Rectory -10,632.44 Contribution towards improvements in capacity and the condition of primary and secondary schools in Caversham

3079 - 8 Bridge Street -2,510.85
Contribution towards improvements in capacity and the condition of primary schools in North or Reading [sic] and Highdown 
Secondary School

3176 - 29 Woodcote Road -8,768.27 Contribution towards infrastructure improvements to schools in the north area of Reading

-29,498.00

Coley Primary 2087 - 55 Bath Road -53,810.90 towards the provision/improvement of education facilities in the west of Reading

-53,810.90

E P Collier Primary 1172 - 2 Caroline Street -6,849.42 Contribution towards education infrastrucutre in the Borough of Reading

-6,849.42

Emmer Green Primary 1110 - 10 Woodcote Road, Caversham -61.34 Contribution towards education infrastructure in the locality

-61.34

Geoffrey Fields Infants 1736 - 11 Elm Road -4,163.07 Education infrastructure in the locality

861 - 90 Winton Road -1,200.00 Contribution towards education facilities within the Borough of Reading

-5,363.07

Katesgrove Primary 1695 - 16a Alpine Street -58,585.00 Contribution towards local educational infrastructure provision/improvements

-58,585.00

Micklands Primary 3180 - 15-18A Hawthorne Road -31,665.88
Contribution towards primary education infrastructure in the North Reading Education Area and Highdown Secondary School 
(Academy)

-31,665.88

Moorlands Primary 1039 - 50 St Michaels Road, Tilehurst -2,290.73
Provision or improvement of Primary and Secondary school provision…in West Reading within the locality of the application 
site and within the Borough of Reading

1062 - 2 Kentwood Hill -2,347.90 Contribution towards education infrastructure in the locality

1564 - Sadina Pierces Hill -11,820.78 Contribution towards education infrastructure in the locality

1897 - 28 Lower Elmstone Road -18,280.87 Contribution towards educational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the locality

3112 - The Bird in Hand, 14 Lower Armour Road -21,210.26 Contribution towards education infrastructure improvements to schools in the West area of Reading

3148 - Tylers Place -36,531.85
Contribution towards education facilities for Upcroft Primary School or other West Reading schools serving the community in 
which the land is situated

1039 - 50 St Michaels Road, Tilehurst -1,166.41
For the provision or improvement of primary and secondary school provision…in West Reading within the locality of the 
application site and within the Borough of Reading

-93,648.80

New Christchurch Primary 1644 - Kennet Island -493,036.82 Improvement or expansion of primary school facilities within the South Reading area

1960UU - Avenue Old site -528,289.46 Contribution towards education infrastructure in the locality

2075 - 1 Northumberland Avenue -8,578.57 Contribution towards educational infrastructure provision and or improvements in the locality

-1,029,904.85

Park Lane Primary 1062 - 2 Kentwood Hill -3,280.00 Contribution towards education infrastructure in the locality

-3,280.00

The Ridgeway Primary 1736 - 11 Elm Road -1,793.28 Education infrastructure in the locality

-1,793.28

St Michaels Primary 2065 - 644 Oxford Road -358.21 Contribution towards the costs of the Council of education infrastructure improvements 

-358.21

Thameside Primary 1855 - 2-4 Church Street -5,522.00 Contribution towards educational infrastructure provision/improvements

1969 - 4 South View Avenue -5,475.39 Contribution towards educational infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the Borough of Reading

-10,997.39

Wilson Primary 1350 - 288-290 Oxford Road -1,775.70 Contribution towards local education infrastructure improvements

1549 - 120 Connaught Road -12,288.80 contribution towards education infrastructure in the locality

1602 - 109 Grovelands Road -3,658.78 Contribution towards education infrastructure in the locality

3270 - 754-756 Oxford Road -564.10
Contribution towards education infrastructure at schools in the Western and/or Central Areas of Reading as the Council may 
decide

-18,287.38

Education total -1,346,067.31

St Mary's Boundary Wall 558 - 11/12 Gun Street -195.00 contribution towards environmental improvements to Reading Town Centre

-195.00

Environment total -195.00

Pedestrianisation - Town Hall Square 
Works

1551 - 173-175 Friar Street -57,600.29
Contribution towards the Council's costs (including preliminary investigation design and supervision/inspection fees) in 
connection with environmental improvements to Town Hall Square as part of RUAP

1624 - Land at junction of Forbury and Vastern Roads 
(Reading Central One)

-237,601.27 £191,126 Pedestrian Link works, balance RUAP

-295,201.56

Reading Station 1070 - 10-14 Carey Street -20,925.36 Off site transport improvements and measures as identified in RUAP

1147 - 79 London Road/34 Eldon Terrace -8,129.53 Transport schemes in the Reading Town Centre coming forward through the RUAP

1350 - 288-290 Oxford Road -2,176.11
Contribution towards the costs (including preliminary investigations design and supervision fees) of carrying out transport 
improvements and measures in the town centre of Reading as identified in RUAP
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1624 - Land at junction of Forbury and Vastern Roads 
(Reading Central One)

-213,819.93 £191,126 Pedestrian Link works, balance RUAP

1693 - 29-31 Cressingham Road -16,546.64
Contribution towards the costs (including preliminary investigation design and supervision fees) of carrying out transport 
improvements and measures as identified in the RUAP

1696 - 52 Watlington Street -2,000.00
Contribution towards the costs (including preliminary investigations design and supervision fees) of carrying out transport 
improvements and measures as identified in the RUAP

1736 - 11 Elm Road -2,543.65
“the RUAP Contribution” means the sum of SEVEN THOUSAND POUNDS (£7,000.00) as a contribution towards the costs 
(including preliminary investigations design and supervision fees) of carrying out transport improvements and measures as 
identified in the Reading Urban Area Package

1781 - 1-3 St Ronans Road -9,783.15
Contribution towards the costs (including preliminary investigations design and supervision fees) of carrying out transport 
improvements and measures as identified in the RUAP

1856 - 8 Castle Street -4,665.01 Carrying out transport improvements and measures as identified in the RUAP

1921/3315 - Mansfield Hall -218,097.22
102.5k - main contribution towards the Council's costs (including preliminary investigation, design and supervision fees) of 
carrying out transport improvements and measures to improve the cycleway and pedestrian facilities between central 
Reading and the development. Supplementary agreement gives an additional 136k towards the same

1962 - 145 Friar Street -7,843.19
Contribution towards the costs (including preliminary investigation design and supervision fees) of carrying out transport 
improvements and measures as identified in the RUAP

1981 - Reading Quarry, Berry's Lane (WBDC) -8,443.13 Cost of schemes identified in the south western and central Reading action plan areas of the local transport plan

2015 - 60-62 Kings Road -17,457.18
Contribution towards the council's costs (including preliminary investigation, design and supervision fees) of carrying out 
local transport improvement and measures as identified in the RUAP

2076/1536 - 4 Riley Road -9,212.90
Contribution towards the RUAP - in particular towards schemes identified in the Western and Central Reading action plan 
areas

2104 - Unit G Reading Retail Park -845.05
Contribution towards the costs (including preliminary investigations design and supervision fees) of wider and strategic 
transport improvements in relation to roads public transport and facilities for cycling and pedestrians to be used towards 
schemes identified in the Western and Central Reading action plan areas of the Council's LTP

3001 - Hastings Close -6,091.70
Towards the planning purpose of transport infrastructure provision and/or improvements in the South Western and Central 
Reading Action Plan Areas of the Council's Local Transport Plan for the time being

3002 - 2 Berkeley Avenue -2,098.77
Contribution towards the costs (including preliminary investigations design and supervision fees) of carrying out transport 
improvements and measures identified in the Southern and Central Reading Action Plan Areas as part of the RUAP

3017 - 177 Park Lane -3,050.58
contribution towards the Council's costs (including preliminary investigation, design and supervision fees) of carrying out 
transport improvements and measures in the Western and Central action plan areas of the RUAP

3023 - 45 Cressingham Road -6,286.96
Towards transport infrastructure brought forward through the RUAO towards schemes identified in the Southern and Central 
areas of the Council's LTP for the time being

3030 - 197-199 Oxford Road -10,410.72
Contribution towards the Council's costs (including preliminary investigation, design and supervision fees) of carrying out 
transport improvements and measures as identified in the Central Reading action plan areas of the Council's LTP for the time 
being

3037 - 146 Wokingham Road -2,640.22
Towards transport improvements brought forward through the RUAP towards schemes identified in the Eastern and Central 
action plan areas of the Council's LTP for the time being

3045 - 32 Brunswick Street -4,095.24
Contribution towards the Council's costs (including preliminary investigation, design and supervision fees) of carrying out 
transport improvements and measures as identified in the Central Reading action plan area of the Councils LTP

3057 - 100 South View Avenue -2,000.00
Transport infrastructure brought forward through the RUAP towards schemes identified in the Northern and Central areas of 
the Council's LTP for the time being

3062 - Land at Caversham Rectory -4,045.92 Pedestrian and cycling improvements between Caversham and Central Reading as identified in the Council's LTP3

3071 - Bennet Road -6,948.62
Towards transport infrastructure improvements towards schemes identified in the Southern and Central Action Plan Areas of 
the Council's LTP for the time being

3078 - Unit 2 Tunbridge Jones Industrial Estate -2,943.00 Contribution towards schemes identified in the Southern and Central Action Plan Areas for the time being

3081 - 53 Greyfriars Rd -8,213.47
Contribution towards transport infrastructure brought forward through the RUAP towards schemes identified in the Central 
Area of the Council's LTP for the time being

3095 - 27 Mansfield Road -2,000.00
Transport infrastructure improvements identified in the Southern and Central Reading Action Plan areas of the Council's LTP 
for the time being

3117 - Taylor Court, Tilehurst Road -34,853.53
Contribution towards transport infrastructure schemes identified in the RUAP (central and Western Transport Areas) and set 
out in the Reading LTP for the time being

3132 - August House, Brownlow Road -28,252.19
Contribution towards the costs (including preliminary investigations design and supervision fees) or carrying out transport 
improvements and measures within the Western and Central action plan areas identified in the RUAP

3141 - Abbotsmead Place/School Lane -81,964.29 Transport infrastructure provision in the Northern and Central areas of the RUAP

3148 - Tylers Place -12,045.02
Contribution towards the Council's costs (including preliminary investigation, design and supervision fees) of carrying out 
transport improvements and measures in the Western and Central Action Plan Areas of the RUAP

3149 - 89 Gainsborough Road -3,000.00 Towards transport infrastructure mitigation in the Western and Central Action Plan Areas of the Councils LTP

3159 - Reading Link Retail Park Unit C2 -15,866.11
Contribution towards schemes identified in the Southern and Central Reading action plan areas of the Council's LTP for the 
time being

3164 - 1 Oak Tree Road -3,032.51
Contribution towards the Council's costs (including preliminary investigation design and supervision fees) of carrying out 
transport improvements and measures as identified in the Western and Central Reading action plan areas of the Council's 
LTP

3172 - 24 Bennet Road -7,357.50
Contribution towards the Council's costs in carrying out improvements to roads public transport and facilities for cycling and 
pedestrians pursuant to schemes identified in the Council's Southern and Central action plan areas of the Council's Local 
Transport plan

3175 - 46 Northcourt Avenue -6,192.58 Towards infrastructure improvements within central/south Reading coming forward from the RUAP

3176 - 29 Woodcote Road -4,000.00 Towards schemes identified in the Northern and Central Reading action plan areas of the LTP

3180 - 15-18A Hawthorne Road -12,068.80
Towards the provision of strategic transport improvements to schemes identified in the North and Central Reading Action 
Plan areas of the Council's LTP for the time being in force

3193 - 8 Crown Place -19,000.00
Towards transport infrastructure brought forwards through the RUAP towards schemes identified in the South Reading and 
Central areas of the Council's LTP for the time being

3194 - 409-411 Oxford Road -4,000.00 Towards to provision of transport improvements identified in the Western and Central Reading action plan areas of the RUAP

3203 - Land adj 122 Wantage Road -6,045.60
Towards the provision of strategic transport improvements to schemes identified in the Western and Central Reading Action 
Plan Areas of the Council's LTP for the time being in force.

3229 - 39 Prospect Street -3,034.57
Contribution towards the Council's costs (including preliminary investigation, design and supervision fees) of carrying out 
transport improvements and measures identified in the North and Central Action Plan areas set out in the Council's LTP for 
the time being

3231 - 34 St Ronans Road -3,968.80
towards transport improvement schemes identified in the Central and Western Reading action plan areas for the time being 
in force

3232 - 8-10 Kendrick Road -9,000.00
Towards transport infrastructure brought forward through the RUAP towards schemes identified in the south and central 
areas of the Council's LTP for the time being

3234 - College Arms, Kings Road -13,080.00
Contribution towards the costs (including preliminary investigations design and supervision fees) of carrying out transport 
improvements and measures as identified in the Central Reading Urban Action Plan

3247 - 91-93 Kings Road -4,933.54
Contribution towards the costs (including preliminary investigations design and supervision fees) of carrying out transport 
improvements and measures in the town centre of Reading as identified in RUAP

3256 - Former reservoir and pumping station, Bath Road -155,517.55
Towards transport infrastructure schemes in the Reading LTP Central and Southern Transport Area of the Borough in 
compliance with Reading Borough Core Strategy Policy CS9

3262 - 56 London Road -1,500.00
Towards transport infrastructure brought forward through the RUAP towards schemes identified in the Southern and Central 
Reading Action Plan areas of the Council's LTP for the time being

3272 - Unit 2a Reading Gate Retail Park -61,012.22
Contribution towards transport infrastructure brought forward through the RUAP towards schemes identified in the Central 
area of the Council's LTP for the time being

3275 - Unit 4 Reading Gate Retail Park -103,407.00
Towards transport infrastructure brought forward through the RUAP towards schemes identified in the central and southern 
area action plans of the Council's LTP for the time being

3285 - 72-74 Bath Road -16,186.00
Contribution towards the costs (including preliminary investigations, design and supervision fees) of carrying out transport 
improvements and measures as identified in the Central and South Western Local Action Plan Areas of the Councils LTP for 
the time being

3312 - 2 Pell Street -3,500.00
Towards transport infrastructure improvements identified in the Southern and Central Reading Action Plan areas of the 
Councils LTP for the time being

3323 - 32-36 Kings Road -17,330.48
Towards transport infrastructure brought forward through the RUAP towards schemes identified in the East and Central 
Action Plan Areas of the Council's LTP for the time being

3965 - One Central Reading -22,890.00
Towards transport infrastructure improvements identified in the Central Reading Action Plan area of the Councils LTP for the 
time being

-1,256,351.54

RUAP -1,551,553.10


